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EPINICIAN PERFORMANCE 

MALCOLM HEATH and M A R Y  LEFKOWITZ 

I	N AN EARLIER PAPER on the context and performance of epinician odes 
Malcolm Heath advanced two theses: first, that the context of per- 
formance was the ~Bpoc,, and that reconstructions ought conse-

quently to start from what is known of komastic practices; second, that 
the mode of performance may not have been choral, in the sense of re- 
hearsed unison song and dance, as has traditionally been supposed. Heath 
argued that epinician performance was in fact not choral, or at least not 
typically choral, but this conclusion was avowedly speculative and tenta- 
tive; a purely negative formulation of the second thesis could be main- 
tained more confidently, namely, that there are not adequate grounds for 
believing that epinician performance typically was choral. 

Other aspects of the case for solo performance had been discussed in a 
paper by Mary Lefkowitz, who suggested that the odes should be thought 
of as belonging to the bardic tradition, since like epic they were always 
presented in the voice of the poet. She described how the ancient scholars 
identified choral speakers in the odes only when attempting to account for 
references that they could not understand, and attempted to show how 
certain passages that had previously been explained in terms of choral 
performance might be interpreted in other ways. She questioned whether 
choral and monodic poetry should be regarded as separate genres. In a 
separate paper Malcolm Davies has shown conclusively that the notion of 
"choral genre" is modern. 

These papers have evoked responses from Anne Burnett and Christo- 
pher Carey. We  shall argue that despite their efforts the choral hypothesis 
has not yet been adequately reinstated.' 

I 

A discussion of this kind inevitably raises methodological issues, turning 
as it often does on disagreement about the conclusions which can 

1 M. Heath, "Receiving the r G p q :  The Context and Performance of Epinician," AJP 109 (1988): 180- 
95; M. R. Lefkowitz, "Who Sang Pindar's Victory Odes?'AJP 109 (1988): 1-11; M. Davies, "Monody, 
Choral Lyric and the Tyranny of the Handbook," CQ 38 (1988): 52-64; A. Bumett, "Performing Pindar's 
Odes," CP 84 (1989): 283-93; C. Carey, "The Performance of the Victory Ode," AJP 110 (1989). 545-65. 
These papers will be cited by author's name After this article had been submitted, J. M. Bremer sent us the 
MS of his article, "Pindar's Paradoxical by& and a Recent Controversy about the Performance of His 
Epinikia," In The Poet's "I" in Archaic Greek Lyric, ed. S. Slings (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 41-58. We have 
not rev~sed our response to include specific reference to Bremer's article, since virtually all of the issues raised 
by him were already discussed in the present paper. 

[O 1991 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved] 
0009-837x19 118603-0001$01 .OO 
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legitimately be drawn from given bodies of evidence. Since Carey help- 
fully begins by setting out three methodological premises (p. 545), we 
shall begin by stating our reservations about them: 

(i) "An interpretation gains in cogency according to its consistency 
with Pindar's linguistic or literary usage": we agree, but opinions about 
Pindaric usage are not wholly independent of opinions about Pindaric 
performance. To take one pertinent example, W. J. Slater's influential pa- 
per on futures in Pindar takes the choral hypothesis for granted; if that 
hypothesis is questioned, his conclusions will need to be m ~ d i f i e d . ~  

(i i)  "An economical interpretation (by which is meant one which does 
not require the reader to supply facts not mentioned in the text) is to be 
preferred": this premise is not acceptable, since no text can make all its 
presuppositions explicit; and among the presuppositions which Pindar's 
texts show no systematic tendency to make explicit are facts about their 
own performance, as "the general paucity of information concerning the 
performance of Pindar's odes" (Carey, p. 557) shows. If the facts which 
the reader is required to supply are affirmed on grounds independent of 
the interpretation that invokes them, and if they are such that Pindar's au- 
diences and readers were probably able to supply them, then the interpre- 
tation is not uneconomic. If (as we have argued) there is reason to believe 
that the context of epinician was the KG~&, it is not uneconomic to in- 
voke known standard features of komastic practice in their interpretation. 

(iii) "The volume of evidence which must be explained away if a be- 
lief is to be rejected is a useful indicator of the plausibility of the belief in 
question": it would, however, be unreasonable to insist that a theory is 
implausible because its advocates have to devote space to discussion of 
possible contrary evidence; the presentation of an unconventional posi- 
tion necessarily involves criticism and reinterpretation of the evidence 
traditionally adduced in favor of its established rival. 

In the discussions of individual passages which follow we shall assume 
that there is no presumption in favor either of the choral or of the solo hy- 
pothesis, such as might require us to resolve ambiguities in the internal 
evidence in one way rather than another. This premise is apparently con- 
ceded by our critics. Carey believes that the choral hypothesis can be sus- 
tained on internal evidence "without any presuppositions about the 
manner of delivery" (p. 557); Burnett also appears to be willing to pro- 
ceed without a presumption in favor of her position: "it may be best to 
take up the challenge as it is offered" (p. 285).3 

But before we turn to the individual passages, we ought perhaps to ex- 
plain why we do not think that there should be an initial presumption in 

2. "Futures in Pindar," CQ 19 (1969): 86-94. 
3. It should be noted, however, that she misunderstands the nature of that challenge (p. 283): "One scholar 

. . . now assures us that-bamng evidence to the contrary-we should assume of any Pindaric ode that it was 
meant for the solo vo~ce"; a glance at the passage cited (Letkowitz, p. 4) shows that the assumption was 
adopted simply as a heuristic device in order to test the choral hypothesis. The dogmatism which Bumett al- 
leges cannot be reconciled with the caution which Lefkowitz displays in drawing her conclusions ("cannot 
prove conclus~vely that Pindar did not use a choir. . the possibility that victory odes could be sung as solos," 
pp. 10-11). 



favor of the choral hypothesis. Such a presumption would have to be 
grounded not on internal evidence (for it is only in the absence of unam- 
biguous internal evidence that the presumption need be invoked), but on 
external evidence; and in our opinion, the external evidence cannot be re- 
garded as reliable. 

THE ANCIENT COMMENTARIES 

Although the Hellenistic scholars uniformly accepted the choral hypothe- 
sis, there is reason to treat their evidence with caution. The point here is 
not (as Burnett, p. 285, supposes) that the scholia "are not to be trusted, 
for they are capable of erroru-a self-evidently fatuous argument. It is 
rather that, besides demonstrable discontinuities in general culture and in 
poetic practice which make it hazardous to treat them as primary sources, 
there is a systematic divergence between Hellenistic sources and Pindar in 
epinician vocabulary. In epinician (by contrast with his practice in other 
genres) Pindar consistently refers to the ~ B p o q ,  never to a ~ o p o q  (Heath, 
p. 184); his Hellenistic commentators reverse this pattern, regularly sub- 
stituting ~ o p 6 q  and its cognates for Pindar's komastic vocabulary.4 

If the terms ~ o p o q  and ~ O p o s  could be straightforwardly equated, it 
would not matter that the scholia tend to confound them. But Heath has 
argued (p. 186) that in other early literature there is "a tendency to dis- 
tinguish ~ B p o s  from ~opog"  and a corresponding shortage of "unequivo- 
cal identifications of ~ B p o s  and Xop65."5 Burnett, however, continues to 
equate ~ O p o q  uncritically with and indeed ~ O p o q  in c h ~ r u s , ~  defines 
terms which imply the equation: "Since a ~ B p o q  is a group of males who 
sing and dance, it is natural to suppose that the victory songs bear wit- 
ness, with these terms [sc. ~ B p o q  and cognates], to the mode of their own 
performance" (p. 286). But a ~ B p o q  cannot be characterized simply as 
"a group of males who sing and dance"; for example, a tragic chorus is 
not a ~ O p o q .  In any case, ~ B p o q  cannot designate one particular mode of 
performance, since komastic activity was diverse: komasts did not only 
sing and dance; not all komastic song and dance was in unison; and 

4. Heath, p. 184, gives as ~llustration Pyth. 8. 70 ahpw pBv 66upaki = Z Pyth. 8. 99a (2:215 Dr) r@ pBv 
xop@ ipGv. Other examples: 01. 11. 16 uvyaopaSara = Z 01. 11. 16a (1:346 Dr) uvyyopa6oara, 01. 14 16 
~ G p o v= Z 01. 14.21b (1:393 Dr) roGrov rov xopov; Pyth. 5.22 r G p q  = Z Pyth. 5 24a (2:174 Dr) aGpq ra i  
Gpvq 6x6 rGv xopsurGv . . . natGia yap Xn6&n fi xopeia; Pyth. 10.6 tntaopiav d v w v  rkurav Bna = Z 
Pyth. 10. 8b (2:243 Dr) tyaoptaortrjv rGv xopeu6vrov. . . qwvjv; Nern. 3 . 4  rQrrovaq rcbpov vaaviat= Z 
Nem. 3.4-5 (3:43 Dr) oi vsaviat rQxrova< ra i  xopsurai; Nem. 3. l 1 reivov &pot = Z Nern. 3 .  18a-c (2:44 Dr) 
ra1q treivov r6v xcpaur6v qwvai~; Nern. 9. 1 ropaoopav = Z Nern. 9. lab (3:150 Dr) drrb 706 xopoG 6 
k i y q . .  . , xopa6oopev.. . ra i  iipvjoopev. Cf. also the presumption that a group of men is a chorus in 01. 
4. 5 Eahoi (i.e., friends) Boavav = 2 01. 4. 7h (1:131 Dr) 6 xopbg fikrat. 

5. Bumett (p. 287, n. 16) incorrectly reports Heath as "contending that r G p q  and xopk must be mutually 
exclusive terms"; in his paper Heath referred to some probable exceptions. Although, as Carey says (p. 549, 
n. 9), these exceptions do not "bear out" the claim, they are consistent with it, since only a tendency was as- 
serted; other evidence was cited in its support. Carey adds to the list of exceptions Eur. Phoen. 791 
rGpov . . . npoxcpaGatq, but this verb does not entail a chorus (cf. below on Isthm. 1. 1-10). 

6. E.g., p. 288: "explicitly assigns itself. . . t o  a chorus" (on Nem. 3. 4-5 rtrrova< rhpov vaaviat); 
p. 290: "the visible chorus" (on Pyth. 5. 22 rovk ~Gpov),  "the members of a citizen chorus" (on Nem. 2. 24 
nohirat, ropakara). But the distinction had already been noted by L. Lawler, "Orch&sis Kallinikos," TAPA 79 
(1948): 259. 
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komastic unison song and dance was (to say the least) often informaL7 
So ~Gpos-terminology does not necessarily imply that victory odes were 
sung in unison by a choir and in itself does-not provide key to the 
mode of performance. 

We do not mean, however, to deny that ~Gpoq-terminology is relevant 
to performance; on the contrary, the evidence it provides for the context 
of performance is crucial to our interpretation. It is mistaken to suppose 
that the solo hypothesis involves a "separation of the Pindaric ~ B p o q  from 
the Pindaric ode" (Burnett, p. 287).' Rather, the performance of the ode 
is seen as one of the diverse activities that take place within the komastic 
context; passages which have traditionally been interpreted as references 
to a chorus are, on this view, references to the ~dpoq-celebration as a 
whole or to other elements of it, and serve in part to integrate the ode 
with the festivities to which it is a contribution. Pindar's ode is thus a 
song for a ~ 6 p o q  (which does not entail that it is for unison performance 
by the komasts), and it is for this reason that Pindar applies to it such 
terms as imwhptoq, i y ~ h p t o q ,  and ciyha6wopoq (Heath, p. 1 8 3 ) . ~  

METRICAL AND LINGUISTIC FORM 

The tenet that triadic form is exclusively choral has been undermined by 
Davies' article; Carey (pp. 562-65) argues against Davies' conclusions, 
but he does so on the assumption that choral performance of epinician has 
already been established. He points out that there is explicit evidence for 
choral performance of other genres of like linguistic and metrical form in 
the fragments of Pindar and Bacchylides (p. 562, n. 44); but this observa- 
tion simply draws attention to a problem already mentioned-that al-
though there are specific references to ~ o p 6 q  in the exiguous remains of 
other genres, they are conspicuously absent in the extensive remains of 
epinician.10 If (as we shall argue) Carey has in fact failed to establish 
choral performance of epinician on internal evidence, the absence in the 
victory odes of internal references to the ~ o p 6 q  will seem even more 
significant. There is, at any rate, no doubt that epinician could enter the 
solo repertoire after its original performance, despite its formal character- 
istics (Davies, pp. 56-67). While the possibility of subsequent solo per- 

7 After the hentence quoted Burnett continues. "Those who belleve in solo performance, however. coun- 
teract this easy supposition with the assertion (indemonstrable) that rGp%-singing could only be impromptu, 
and that the K G ~ K  thus could not, by defin~t~on.  sing a formal eplnician ode". thls assertlon is not to be found 
in the passages she cites from Lefkowitz, and Heath (p  193) carefully refrains from making ~ t .  

8 .  An ambiguity of the term K G ~ K  should perhaps be noted here. ~t can des~gnate both the group of ko- 
masts. and the celebration In which the komasts take part. The solo hypothesis does, in a sense. separate the 
ode from the komasts, but emphatically not from the celebration. 

9. That Burnett (p. 287) regards these terms as posing a difficulty for the solo hypothesis 18 symptomatlc of 
her failure to grasp the posit~on she is attacking. The last paragraph on the same page has this extraordinary ar- 
gument: "If the melody of the K G ~ %  [in Pyrh. 8. 701 has precisely the same quality [sc. of being sweetly me- 
lod~ous]as that of the ode [in I.srhm 7.  201 . . . it is s~nging the tune that Pindar has composed." Do no other 
tunes have that quahty'? It is a general characteristic of the ~ p p ~ y i  IIn 01. 7.  1 

10. Thus in the paeans and napObvs~a, the speaker is always the chorus; cf. I. Rutherford. "Pindar on 
Apollo," CQ 38 (1988): 67. 



formance does not prove that the original performances were solo, it at 
least forbids us to rule out the possibility on any formal grounds. 

There is in fact no reason to assume that triadic structure is an exclu- 
sive characteristic of choral performance. Although in some late dramas, 
solos occasionally lack formal strophic organization (e.g., Soph. OC 237-
53, Eur. Ion 154-83), it is more usual for dramatic monody to retain a 
format similar to that of choral lyrics; in Sophocles, for example, the last 
sections of the ~ o p p o i  between Antigone and the chorus and between 
Electra and the chorus have a triadic structure (Ant. 838-82, El. 193-
250). Burnett insists that commissioned solo odes "would almost cer-
tainly not have retained the potentially tedious repetitions of the strophic 
system, whose function was to get a multiplicity of amateur performers 
through the difficulties of memorization" (p. 293). But the very fact that 
all extant victory odes are strophic casts doubt on the assumption that 
Pindar's audiences would have found this form tedious; nor, given the 
uniqueness and complexity of each song's metrical structure, is there any 
reason why they should have done so.' ' 

The notion that the strophic form was intended to help guide amateur 
performers through an ode derives from Ps.-Aristotle Problemata 19. 15 
918b.I2 But in that passage Ps.-Aristotle is concerned with dithyramb and 
the choral songs of tragedy, not with Stesichorean or Pindaric odes; and 
he is in any case thinking of performances of dithyrambs as they were 
known in the Hellenistic age.13 Moreover, Ps.-Aristotle is not talking 
about triads, since he speaks only of antistrophes, never of epodes. It is of 
course possible that Ps.-Aristotle has derived his notion of amateur per- 
formance as a means of explaining the disuse into which the antistrophe 
had fallen in his day, from some historical source; but it is even more 
likely that like most ancient information about the history of the theater it 
is based on imaginative speculation.14 

Aside from Ps.-Aristotle, no other ancient writer appears to assume that 
antistrophic form necessarily implies choral performance. In Rhetorica 
3. 9 1409b25 ff. Aristotle himself, in a discussion of long periods (which 
he compares to dithyrambic dvapohai), makes no reference to choral 

I I .  It is surpnsing that an article whlch sets out to establish things that we need to know "if we are to ap- 
preciate the odes" (Burnett, p. 283). ends up by finding in them an aesthetic deficiency (potential tedium) 
which can only be explained by the inadequate skills of their performers. The consistent metrical sophistica- 
tion of the odes would seem rather to count in favor of the solo hypothesis, as Burnett herself implies (p. 293) 
when she suggests that a victor would most naturally have wanted the "showiest and most professional kind" 
of song that only a trained kitharode could provide, though she mistakenly assumes that even In the fifth cen- 
tury such songs would have taken the astrophic form preferred by Timotheus and his successors. Cf. Ps.-Arist. 
Pr. 19. 15 918b "it is easier for one person to execute many variations (peraprikktv nokka~ psrapohag) than a 
group," and the descnpt~on in Plut. Phil. I I .  306E of Timotheus' virtuosity; C. I. Herington. Poety  into 
Drama (Berkeley, 1985), p. 153. 

12. Cf. A. Bumett, "Jocasta in the West: The Lllle Stesichoms," CA 7 (1988): 133. 
13. Cf. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy, and Comedy (Oxford, 1927), pp. 54 ff. 
14. Cf. Letkowitz. "Aristophanes and Other Historians of the Fifth-Century Theater," Hermes 112 (1984): 

143-53; certainly the Suda reference to Sophocles' "prose discourse" on the chorus In contention with Thes- 
p ~ sand Choerilus (Soph. T2 Radt: cf. Lefkow~tz. ibid., p. 147) cannot be taken as secure evidence of interest 
in "the principles of choral poetry" in the fifth century (or indeed of nondramatic poetry), as Carey would 
wish (p. 559). 
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performance of antistrophes, but only talks about how Melanippides ru- 
ined poetry by substituting long civapohai for civriozpocpo~ (M~havtrrrriGqv 
rrot4oavra civzi rBv civr~orpocpwv civabohaq). T. B. L. Webster observes 
that this criticism is directed at changes in the number of strings, or more 
probably the number of notes or tones.15 

Although Burnett insists that the terms orpocpfi and civrtorpocp4 "imply 
motion," the idea that they apply specifically to dancing rather than to 
melodic structure appears also to be based on speculation in the Hellenis- 
tic age and after (Lefkowitz, p. 4).16 Burnett also suggests that a reference 
to motion is implied in the phrase E<appoviovq tcapna~ notBv Ev ray< 
ozpocpayq in Pherecrates Cheiron frag. 155. 9 PCG (=145K) apud [Plut.] 
De musica 30 11 14C-D, where "the basic metaphor would seem to refer 
either to ploughing or to riding."17 But that connotation is unlikely in this 
context, since waprrq (like orpocpq) is a well-established musical term, de- 
noting "inflections" in musical sequence.18 In any case, Pherecrates is 
talking about the dithyramb and not about the victory ode, and the use of 
strophe and antistrophe in the dithyramb, for all we know, may have been 
different from the Cntvi~tov. 

If the passages cited by Burnett cannot be used as evidence for the per- 
formance of choral poetry in the fifth century other than in dramatic or 
dithyrambic contexts, what arguments might be made against her other hy- 
pothesis, that Stesichorus invented the use of the lyre for the convenience 
of the chorus?19 Burnett cites Suda C 1095 IV 433 Adler E~hfieq G? Crq- 
o ixopo~ ,iirt rrp6roq Kt6apqGia xopbv Eorqosv, which she translates, "first 
set a chorus to the song of the lyre." But Kleapqhia might also be rendered 
"kitharodic singing" or "a kitharode's song," and xopoq could denote 
dance rather than a singing chorus (Lefkowitz, p. 2). The Suda reference, 
if it is historical and not simply an ancient etymological conjecture, would 
then denote the first use of the concert teap pa to accompany a group of 
dancers (cf. Hymn. Hom. 3. 131, 200-203); in Homer Demodocus plays 
the cpoppty< (Od. 8. 256-60; cf. Hymn. Hom. 3. 182-85). 

The presumption that Stesichorus composed solo-song accords better 
with Ps.-Plutarch, who includes Stesichorus among the ancient lyric poets 
"who composed epic verses and set them to music" (1 132C no to6v . r~~  knq 
ro6rotq pihq nspt~zieeoav; cf. Quint. 10. 1. 62 epici carminis onera lyra 
sustinentem). Although it seems natural to infer that songs as long as Stesi- 
chorus' Geryoneis (1500 lines) or the Lille papyrus were sung as solos (a 

15. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy, and Comedy2 (Oxford, 1962). pp. 40-41 
16. Testimonia in E. K. Borthwick, "Notes on the Plutarch De Musica and the Cheiron of Pherecrates," 

Hermes 96 (1968): 68. 
17. "Jocasta in the West," p. 133, n. 80. 
18. Cf. J. Taillardat, Les images d Aristophane (Paris, 1962). pp. 456-57; Borthwick, "Notes," pp. 71- 

73; D. Restani, "11 Chirone di Ferecrate e la "Nuova" Musica Greca," Rivista Ital. di Musicologia 18 (1983): 
158-63. 

19. Bumett, "Jocasta in the West," p. 134; cf. G. Nagy, "Early Greek Views of Poets and Poetry," in 
Cambridge Histon; of Classical Criticism, ed. G. Kennedy (Cambridge, 1989). p. 59, who attempts to resolve 
the problem of length by suggesting that Stesichoms offered a "monodic mimesis of choral performance"; cf. 
G. Nagy, Pindais Homer (Baltimore, 19901, p. 371 



stichometric mark indicates that the Lille fragment ends at about line 300, 
presumably toward the beginning of the poem), Burnett ingeniously pro- 
posed some alternative explanations for the stichometry, in order to con- 
trive a length more suitable for choral performance. But Quintilian speaks 
of Stesichorus' compositions as overlong and repetitious (10. 1. 62 si 
tenuisset modum. . . redundat atque eff~nditur) .~ '  Carey argues that cho- 
ral dithyrambs in Athens were "substantial poems" (p. 564), though the 
longest of these that survives, Bacchylides 17, is only 132 lines. While it 
is true that the sum total of lines sung by the chorus of a trilogy by Aes- 
chylus-if we imagine them to be sung without interruption-might equal 
that of a complete poem by Stesichorus or in any case exceed that of the 
longest surviving victory ode, Pythian 4, Athenian choral song, whether 
dithyrambic or dramatic, does not provide a valid analogy to ~tesichorus '  
mini-epics or to epinician odes. In contrast to the informal ~ G p o t  of friends 
and family assembled to celebrate a victory (Heath, p. 185), Athenian cho- 
ruses were specially-and in the Greek world uniquely-formally trained 
for public performance. In Athens it was a civic duty, as well as a religious 
obligation, for citizens to organize and rehearse choruses for the festivals 
of Dionysus; chorus members were required to be citizens and were ex- 
empted from military service (Dem. Or. 21. 56, 1 5 ) . ~ '  

There is also no reason to accept Burnett's suggestion that Stesichorus 
invented the notion of using lyre-playing as a guide to choral singers. Ac- 
cording to Burnett's hypothesis, Stesichorus taught stanzas to singers by 
fixing the lyre rather than the a6l.65 as a musical guide. She bases her no- 
tion that Stesichorus belonged to the auletic tradition on Ps.-Plutarch De 
musica 1133-34, which says only that Stesichorus took from the aulete 
Olympus the Chariot nome and the dactylic rhythm, and so cannot be 
taken also to imply that Stesichorus also substituted ~tf3apa for the adhoq. 
His use of the ~ t 0 a p a  cannot be used as an argument for the choral hy- 
pothesis, since choral singers were ordinarily accompanied by the a6ho5. 
No hypothetical constructions are needed to interpret the Suda passage as 
meaning that Stesichorus was the first to arrange a dancing accompani- 
ment to (solo)-song set to the lyre (~t8apq6ia).  

Nor do references to musical instruments in Pindar's odes provide un- 
equivocal support for the choral hypothesis. Soloists ordinarily accompa- 
nied themselves on strings, because of course no one could sing and 
simultaneously play the a d h 6 ~ .  Lyres are mentioned in many odes (01. 
1. 17, 2. 1, 4. 2, 9. 13, Pyth. 2. 71, 8. 31, Nem. 4. 5 ,  10. 21; cf. Isthm. 
2. 2). Often, the poet addresses his lyre in order to signal, like other forms 

20. Burnett, "Jocasta in the West," p. 132, but compare E. G. Turner, Greek Papyri (Oxford, 1968). p. 95, 
for description of stichometric signs. Ps.-Arist. notes that the hero's departure and arming in the Geryones was 
not a choral song because it was written in the hypophrygian mode (Pr. 19.48 922b). Welcker thought that 
Ps.-Arist. had in mind the Alexandrian poet Nicomachus' tragedy Geryones (mentioned in the Suda; cf. TGrF 
1 127 T and F3; Bergk, p. 207). But since Ps.-Arist. omits the poet's name he would have had in mind a fa- 
mous, and in any case a nondramatic, text: he could easily have referred to the poem as Geryones rather than 
Geryoneis. 

21. Cf. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramt ic  Festivals o f A t h e n ~ . ~  rev. J. Gould and D. M. Lewib (Ox-
ford, 1988). p. 77. 
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of self-reference in the odes, a change of theme (01. 1. 17, 9. 13, Nem. 
3. 26, 4. 44).22 Pindar's use of the term (p6pptyE (rather than ~ t e k p a ,  the 
professional's lyre) is idiosyncratic and perhaps intended to recall the 
(p6pptyE of the Homeric bard.23 

The opening lines of Pvthian 1 would seem to refer to solo-perfor- 
mance accompanied by the dancing of the komasts. The poet imagines the 
preliminary notes of Apollo's golden (p6pptyE serving "as signal and 
guide" to dancers (ptv) and bards (6 '  d o t ~ o i ) : ~ ~  

x p u o i a  cpopptyt, .%noh~wvo< ~ a i  ionXowapwv 
o i , v & ~ o v  Motobv ~ r i a v o v .  r b ~  ~ K O G E L  

p t v  P a o t j  h y h d i a j  h p x a ,  
nai0ovrat 6' 6ot60i o a ~ a o t v  
ttyqatxopwv bnorav  npootpiwv 
h p P o X a ~  rz6xg< 6Xaht:opiva. 

Pace Burnett (p. 286), there is no reference to choreuts or to a chorus 
singing in unison, although the musical term Paotq can also denote a 
dancer's step (cf. Ar. Thesm. 968). In this context, bppohai (i.e., avapo- 
hai) are not preludes but "phrases" of the prooemia that set musical per- 
formances going.2s Nothing in this or any other passage in the odes is 
inconsistent with the notion of dancing by a abpoq. In Olvmpian 2. 47 the 
victor gets "songs of ai3pot and of lyres" (byaopiov TE p ~ h t o v  hup&v TE 

~ u y ~ a v k p ~ v ) .Komasts (and presumably other groups)- could dance to the 
lyre, and are shown carrying lyres in vase paintings.Lb 

A number of odes refer to both the playing of the lyre and the playing 
of the single or double adh6q (01. 3. 7-8, 7. 11-12, Netn. 9. 8, Isthm. 
5. 26-27; cf. also Nern. 3. 12, 79). Since ordinarily lyric song was accom- 
panied by either lyre or a6h6q (but not both at once),27 Burnett (p. 292) 
imagines that in such passages Pindar is describing a "new fashion" of 
orchestration: for example, 0lYmpian 3. 4-6 refers to "more elegant ma- 
nipulation of the dancers' voices," and Olympian 10. 84-85 refers to 
"adding instruments, using pipe as well as lyre, or increasing length." 
But a simpler interpretation exists that accords easily with the solo hy- 

22. Cf. Lefkow~tz, "The First Person in Pindar," HSCP 67 (1963): 178-88. 
23. Cf. also M. Maas and J. M. Snyder, The Stringed Instruments ($Ancient Greece (New Haven, IYXY), 

p. 60. 
24. Cf. M. L. West, "The Singing of Homer and the Modes of Early Greek Music," JHS 101 (1981): 122 

and n. 56. On the use of the qopp~yS, cf. Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments, p. 60. Presumably In private 
performances the singer could use a smaller Instrument, though in Nem. 4. 14 Pindar imagines that the victor's 
father would play the ~ ~ B d p a .  

25. Cf. Restani, "I1 Chrrone di Ferecrate," pp. 147-49. 
26. Cf. Maas and Snyder. Stringed Instruments. fig. 6 (p. 441, fig. 14b (p. 49); In PMG 900 the poet of a 

scolion w~shes  that he were a lyre so that beautiful boys might carry him in the dance ( ~ o p k )  of D~onysus. 
27. Cf. J. M. Snyder. "Aulos and Kithara on the Greek Stage," in Punarhenaiu: Srudies in Athminn Life 

and Thought in the Classicnl Age, ed. T .  E .  Gregory and A. J. Podlecki (Lawrence, Kans., 19791, p. 86. Soph 
frag. 60 refers to the playing of the lyre (QT[LI+I~A~ELV)  ouvaui.ia is equated wlth and ouvaui.ia; in Ar. Eq. 9-10 
the a l i~k-p laye r  Oulympos' nomos, and rendered by voices as a wordless rapar~oficj  (pupii for the length of 
the line): in later authors ouvauhia refers to playing In concert with aiiloi or  ~ t & i p a  (schol, ad loc.. cf. Ephip- 
pus, frag. 7 PCG), but apparently not in accompaniment to songs with words; see A.  C.  Pearson, The Frag- 
ment  qfE~phocles (Cambridge, 1917). vol. 1 .  p. 39 



pothesis. The combination of lyre- and a6l.o~-orchestration appears to be 
particularly appropriate to a convivial setting; in Xenophon Symposium 
3. 1 a boy and girl dance to the piping of an a l jh~~pic , ,  and then the boy 
tunes his lyre to the a6ho5 and sings a solo, presumably to the accompa- 
niment of both instrument^.^^ The adh6c, was ordinarily used to accom- 
pany group activities, such as the ~Bpoc, (Heath, p. 194), as well as folk 
songs, marching songs, and songs to Dionysus, such as the dithyramb.29 
If we think of the aljhoi (and, occasionally, one or more lyres) as playing 
for the ~Bpoc,, phrases like 6v aljholc, can readily be understood to refer to 
the activities of the ~Bpoc,, as, for example, in Olympian 10. 84-85, 
where the dance that swells to the pipe (zpbc, ~ a h a p o v )  will meet the po- 
et's song that has come to light (though late) beside the stream of Dirce. 

In the remainder of this article we will examine some of the passages 
which have been cited as evidence in this debate; a number of further 
general considerations will be raised at appropriate points. It will be ar- 
gued that there is some, admittedly tenuous, internal evidence in favor of 
solo performance and nothing that is inconsistent with it. We still incline 
therefore toward the solo hypothesis, although it would be foolish to 
claim that the choral hypothesis is demonstrably incorrect. 

dkka Aw-
piav dno  cpopptyya naaaakou 
Xappav ' 

Olympian 1.  17-18 

Lefkowitz (p. 4) sees in this passage evidence of solo performance, citing 
Odyssey 8. 68; Davies (p. 56) aptly compares Bacchylides fragments 
20B. 1-3, 20C. 1-2 (from encomia). Carey is apparently willing to con- 
cede the prima facie point (p. 561), but warns against "taking this com- 
mand too literally" (p. 560; cf. p. 564, n. 49). It is true that there is an 
element of fiction in this passage; Pindar's lyre was presumably in use 
from the start (cf. Nemean 7. 77 civa(3cihso). But the use of a patently 
fictional "beginning" to a song already in process cannot be taken as evi- 
dence that the song was not sung as a solo to lyre accompaniment; unless 
we are to suppose that Pindar constructed his fictions with no regard to 
verisimilitude, a fiction implying solo performance is more likely in a 

28. Cf. A. Barker, Greek Musical Writings (Cambridge, 1984). pp. 120 n. 13, with 274 n. 67; followed by 
Nagy, Pindais Homer, p. 103, n. 107. Both lyre and uljhcj accompany the processional dance to the "Hymn 
of the Curetes" (CA 160.7-8) preserved in an inscription of 200 B.C. and the procession of ~ o p o iof boys in 
Lucian Salt 16; cf. K. Latte, De Saltationibu. Graecorum (Berlin, 1967). p. 48. 

29. Ath. 14. 618C; cf. M. I. Henderson, "Ancient Greek Music," Oxford History ofMusic (Oxford, 1957), 
p. 381. On the u6i.cj as the accompaniment for the (unison?) song of young men at a symposium, see Theog- 
nis 239 ff. (Carey, p. 554); for (tragic) monody, cf. Ps.-Arist. Pr. 19. 43 922a; Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic 
Fe.stivals, pp. 165-66; Snyder, "Aulos and Kithara," pp. 85-87; for dithyramb, see, e.g., D. L. Page, ed., Fur-
ther Greek Epigrams, no. 40 = A P  13. 28. 81. 
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song written for solo performance than in one for which only choral per- 
formance could be envisaged. 

Carey's willingness to treat elements of the text as fiction, and to read 
certain expressions (such as imperatives that might otherwise be taken to 
refer beyond the ode) figuratively, sits uneasily with his second method- 
ological premise: in assuming fiction or figuration, one necessarily postu- 
lates facts which the text does not mention and rejects as nonfacts things 
which it does mention. We agree that fiction and figuration are indispens- 
able concepts in the interpretation of a poet as rhetorically sophisticated 
as Pindar; but unless they are invoked in particular cases on some prin- 
ciple independent of a commitment to the choral (or, equally, to the solo) 
hypothesis they compromise any claim to be offering a natural, obvious, 
or unbiased reading of the text. 

Grpuvov vGv 6raipoug, 
A i v i a ,  npdrov  p8v "Hpav 

ITap0sviav ~ ~ h a 6 i j o a t  
yvGvai T' instr ' ,  dpxaiov  6vst60g dha0botv 
h6yotg ~i cpcGyolcv, Botwriav 6v. 

6 o o i  yap  h y y ~ h o g  6 ~ 0 6 5 ,  
r jur6pwv owuraha  Mot- 

otiv, y2.uwCg pa rip riyacp0iyxtwv dot66v. 
~ i n o v68 p ~ l v t i o 0 a t  Xupa- 
r o o o t i v  TE ~ a i' O p r u y i a q  

Olympian 6. 87-92 

On the solo hypothesis, Aeneas, acting as Pindar's messenger, proclaims 
Pindar's message (which means, since the message is a song, that he 
sings it); the message includes instructions addressed to Aeneas himself, 
so he sings those, too. His instructions are that he should encourage his 
fellow-komasts to sing a hymn to Hera Parthenia (or rraic,: cf. Paus. 
8. 22. 2) in Stymphalos and to solicit their praise for Pindar's song. The 
hymn is distinct from Pindar's song, but closely related to it, since both 
are aspects of the same ~ h p o q .  Aeneas serves as 65ap~oq for the song the 
~Opoc,will sing to Hera, as Hippolytus in Euripides' drama acts as ?5ap- 
~ o c ,for his 6rrtoO6rrouc, ~ h p o q ,  leading off their singing of a short hymn to 
Artemis (54-55).30 

Burnett comments (p. 284, n. 9): "Heath does not . . . explain why, if the 
two songs are wholly separate . . . the members of the local hymn-singing 
~Opoc,. . . should be termed the i ~ a i p o ~  of Aeneas (or, indeed, what busi- 
ness he has meddling with their presumably traditional performance)." As 
we have already explained, we do not believe that the two songs are 
"wholly separate." Pindar's song is designed as a contribution to a koma- 
stic celebration, and the hymn will be sung when the ~ h p o q  arrives at the 
temple of Hera. The two songs therefore have a close contextual relation, 

30. Cf. 01. 5.9-12, where the victor sings on his return from Olympla of Athena's r i p s v ~in Camarina. 
Other possible short hymns to deities: Lamprocles frag. 1, Steslchoms frag. 97, Anacreon frag. 3 PMG; Ar. 
Nub. 967; and the hymn to Zeus In Nem. 3 65-66 (see below). 



since both are components of the same ~Bpos-celebration. The komasts 
are Aeneas' companions because he is a participant in the ~ B p o s  with 
them. Pindar (as an absent well-wisher) and Aeneas (as a participant) both 
have reason to desire the success of the ~ Q p o s  and therefore to offer 
friendly encouragement (which Burnett oddly regards as "meddling"). 

Carey argues from the context that the commands in these lines are self- 
fulfilling (p. 557): the command in 89-90 is "in all likelihood equivalent 
to a statement of the truth of Pindar's praise of Hagesias rather than a ref- 
erence to activity to be carried on outside the ode." This is a false antith- 
esis: a claim about the function of the command ("equivalent to a 
statement . . . ") is opposed to a claim about its reference; but a command 
may be issued for reasons internal to an utterance and still refer to some- 
thing outside it.31 Carey's rhetorical analysis of the context therefore does 
not show that in this passage "the commands do not refer beyond the 
ode."32 While it is theoretically possible that the instruction to sing 
(~sha6qoa t )  Hera Parthenia is self-fulfilling, a bare mention that says 
nothing of her cult or her powers would hardly do the goddess due honor; 
a more elaborate performance seems to be called for. 

i b o i a a  T O V ~ E~ G p o vi n '  T ~ X UE ~ ~ E V E ~  

~oficpa ptpGvra. A u w  y a p  A a w n t ~ o v  Qv r p o n q  

Pv pshkratg r' b s i h v  Bpohov . . . 
Olympian 14. 16-18 

Heath in his paper (p. 187) pointed out that in a context which refers to 
the ~ i 3 p o s  as a whole the subject of "singing" is nevertheless just "I"; 
this counts in favor of the solo hypothesis. Carey offers in reply an inter- 
pretation which "would make the singer.  . . part of the komos" (p. 560); 
but the solo hypothesis is precisely that the song was performed by a 
member of the ~i3poq. The implication of solo performance seems, there- 
fore, to stand.33 

bibs ta t  ~ 0 ~ 6 s  ~ V ~ P O VK ~ ~ O V  

Anohhhvtov h b p p a  

Pythian 5 .  22-23 

This passage is a p a ~ a p i o p 6 ~ :  Arcesilaus is blessed because he is the re- 
cipient of a ~ B p o s .  Since the ~Ljpoq attests to his victory it is an appropri- 
ate index of felicity. The ~ B p o q  is the delight of Apollo, perhaps because 
it sang his praises at Delphi in a short song like that sung by Hippolytus' 
~ B p o q  (see above on Olympian 6). That K B ~ O S  does mean here the whole 

31. For example, in conversation one mlght try to add weight to some statement by saying "you ask 
George if you don't believe me"; although the funct~on of t h ~ s  command is rhetorical, wholly internal to the 
utterance, there is undeniably a reference to something (an appeal to George) that is outside the utterance. 

32. Carey adds that the description of Aeneas In 90-91 "suggests that his role is to drill them"; we cannot 
see any such implication. Heath (p. 191) referred to "the song and (perhaps) its performance"; but Aeneas is 
likely to have been Stymphalian, not Boeotian: Slater, "Futures in Pindar," p. 89. 

33. Carey also claims that Heath's interpretation rests on an arbitrary restriction of the scope of yap (v. 17). 
but this is not correct; Heath never doubted that the sentence thus introduced backs up the whole request to the 
Graces, seeing as well as hearing. 
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mobile celebration to which Pindar's song was a contribution is strongly 
suggested by the reception-motif; presumably the ~ B p o q  was received by 
Arcesilaus at the site of the victory banquet (cf. Bacchyl. 6. 13-15, Pind. 
Nem. 1. 19-20) before going on to be received at the temple of Apollo 
(103-4; cf. Heath, pp. 180-82, 188-90). Carey refers ~ d p o q  specifically 
to Pindar's song, arguing that "it is far more likely . . . that Pindar would 
count his patron 'blessed' for the receipt of his song than for any other 
part of the celebration" (pp. 548-49). But the ~ f i p o q  is not another part 
of the celebration: it is the whole celebration; and it is more likely that 
Pindar would count his patron blessed for the whole celebration than for 
any part. That Pindar sometimes elsewhere uses song as an index of felic- 
ity (Carey, p. 549) does not, of course, prove that he does so here. 

Carey claims that ~ B p o <  is used of the epinician itself in ~ i n d a r . ~ ' B u t  
all of the instances that Carey cites as "highly probable" (p. 549) can be 
referred to the celebration as a whole without difficulty. It is true that in 
Olympian 4. 9, which Carey regards as "certain," ~povthrurov can be 
more readily understood as applying to the song rather than the whole cel- 
ebration; but even here the appearance of the reception-motif (Odkuprrto- 
v i ~ a v  6i ta t  Xupirov 0' g ~ a r t  r o v 6 ~  ~ B p o v ,  ~povthrurov cp&o< . . . TUG-
ptoq yhp ~ K E L .  in its most inclusive . .) suggests that the poet means ~ 6 ~ 0 5  
sense, the celebration as a whole. That the term sometimes has this more 
inclusive sense is, of course, beyond question (see, e.g., Isthm. 2. 30-32 

On the solo hypothesis bot6h viwv refers to the unison singing of the 
~ f i p o ~ :Arcesilaus is under an obligation to honor Apollo by a celebratory 
~ B p o <to his temple, in the course of the victory celebration (in 22 the 
K B ~ o ~bvipov is called the "delight of Apollo"); compare the reception of 
the ~ f i p o q  at a temple or sacred precinct in Olympian 4. 9-10, 13. 29-30, 
14. 16, Pjthian 8. 5, Nemean 1 1 .  1-5 (Heath, pp. 189-90). Burnett asserts 
that the phrase refers to Pindar's song, seeking confirmation by cross-
reference to 22-23, "where the visible chorus is described as Apollo's 
delight" (p. 290); but since Pindar there refers to "this ~Bpoq"  (not "this 
xopo<'' ) the parallel hardly counts against the interpretation she rejects. 

34.  The anclent commentators l ikew~se assumed that the ropog could be equated w ~ t h  the i;p\'a; to the v ~ c -  
tor: t h e ~ r  fa~lure to grasp the komastic nature of the odes (see n. 4 above) led them to interpret r G p s  as 8yli6- 
p~ov :  see X Nem. 2. 37b (3:39 Dr) anb 706 ~<bpou  TO lyrcbp~ov voqrio\';  cf.. e.g.. 01. 6. 98  = Z 01. 6 167d 
(1:193 Dr); 01. 8 10 = Z 01. 8. 12e (1.240 Dr): 01. 10. 77 = 2 01. 10. 92b (1.335 Dr). 01 13 29 = 2 01. 
13. 39a ( 1 3 6 5  Dr); Pyrh. 3. 73 = X Pyrh. 3. 127a (2.79 Dr): Pyrh. 8. 20 = X P ~ t h .8 29a (2:209 Dr). Nem. 
9. 5 0  = Z Nem. 9. 119a. b (3:162 Dr): Nem. 10 35 = X Nrm.  10. 61 ( T I 7 4  Dr); Isrhm. 2. 31-32 = X l.\rhm 
2 4Ja  (3:219 Dr): Isrhm. 8 4 = 2 lsrhm. 8. la ,  b (3.269 Dr). 



On this reference to the ~ d p o q  Burnett comments (pp. 291-92): "He can- 
not mean that Justice took part in some disorderly revel that has preceded 
the singing of his ode, for that would be both irrelevant and absurd." Pin- 
dar might however mean that the whole celebration (the ~ d p o q )  to which 
his ode is a contribution is taking place with the support of Justice; this 
would not be irrelevant or absurd. Pindar links the statement about Justice 
with a prayer that the gods will look on Aristomenes without cp06voq. A 
celebration of this kind, because it is highly honorific to the victor, risks 
incurring divine cp00vo5; but in this case the celebration is warranted, as 
the divine patronage of Justice attests, and the risk may be deflected. The 
assumption that the ~ d p o q  is a "disorderly revel" is gratuitous; as we 
have said, the ~ d p o q  is a very diverse phenomenon, and not all of its 
forms were riotous (Heath, p. 182). 

d h M  p~ n u 0 h  
TE ~ a i  n ~ h t v v a i o v  h n 6 ~ t  TO 

Ahs6a  TE n a i 6 ~ < ,  ' I r r n o ~ k i a  0ihovra< 
d y a y ~ i v  ? r r ~ ~ o p i a v  dv6pGv ~ h u s a v  h a .  

Pyrhian 10. 4-6 

This passage offers justification for Pindar's song by listing the forces 
which prompt it: the place of victory, the victor's home town, and the vic- 
tor's patrons. The patrons call on Pindar 06Aovr~q &yay~?v  i x ~ ~ o p i a v&v-
6pdv ~ A u r h v  67ra (5-6); and it is reasonable to see in this phrase a 
reference to "collective singing by a group of men" (Carey, p. 547; cf. 
Burnett, p. 287, n. 16). But the phrase is also consistent with the solo hy- 
pothesis, which places the performance of Pindar's song in the context of 
a ~ d p o q :  KQOL bv6pGvtypically involved unison singing, and E x ~ ~ w p i a v  
. . . 6xa is therefore an apt metonymy for the ~ Q p o q  itself. To say that the 
Aleuads have commissioned Pindar's ode desiring to organize a ~ B p o q  
would make perfect sense, since the desire to have a ~ d p o q  is a readily in- 
telligible motive for commissioning a showpiece song which will add the 
crowning touch of splendor to their komastic celebration. The passage has 
therefore not been shown to imply choral performance of Pindar's ode. 

Ehrropat 6' ' E ~ u p a i w v  
8rr' dpcpi n q v s i b v  yhuKEiav ~ ~ O X E O V T O VQ p a v  
sbv  ' I n n o ~ h i a v  k t  ~ a ip6khov csbv dot6ai5 
:Kart cssscpavwv 0aqrov  Qv aht -  

5t 0 q o i p s v  Q v  ~ a i  rrahatripot< 
v i a t a i v  TE r r a p 0 i v o ~ o ~p i h q p a .  

Pyrhian 10. 55-59 

On the solo hypothesis, this passage refers to subsequent informal perfor- 
mances of the ode by individual singers.35 Against this Carey argues 
(p. 548) that ring-composition links this passage with 4-6; but his own 
schema (p. 548, n. 7) shows that it does not occupy the place in the ring 

35. As In Nem. 4. 14 (implied in Nem. 5. 3); cf. Hippothales' solo encomium to Lysis, PI. Lys. 205D-E. 
Bumett (p. 291) misunderstands this point (for which see Lefkowitz. pp. 4-5; Heath, p. 187, n. 18). 
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which the alleged correspondence requires.36 He points out also that 
"there is nothing in the text to suggest that the reference is to later 
performances," but this argument is two-edged; there is no reference in 
the text to dancers, either. This is not the only case in which Carey fails 
to notice that the choral hypothesis, no less than its rival, goes beyond the 
explicit content of the text. 

It should be noted that implicit reference to subsequent performances is 
relatively common in Pindar, as (for example) at Olympian 10. 91-98; for 
it is unlikely that the preservation and dissemination of the victor's fame 
which he promises through song is to be secured solely through the writ- 
ten text (Heath, p. 187, n. 18). There is therefore no intrinsic difficulty in 
interpreting this passage as expressing the wish that Hippocleas' fame 
and attractiveness will continue to be enhanced by subsequent perfor- 
mance of Pindar's song. 

'0 norvta Moicsa, p d s ~ p  a p ~ r i p a ,  Aioaopal, 

Y K E O  Awpi6a v&oov Aiylvav. ii6ar1 yap 
p&vovr' i n '  Acswniq, p~Atyap6wv T ~ K T O V E ~  

On the solo hypothesis, Pindar (maintaining a pose of spontaneity) asks 
the Muse to inspire his song and gives two reasons for his request: his au- 
dience is eager to hear the song, and the thing they are celebrating-ath- 
letic victory-demands it. The audience consists of Aeginetan k o m a s t ~ , ~ ~  
and komasts typically sing (hence they are aptly described as "builders of 
sweet-voiced ~65po1");38 so Pindar's solo song contributes to a celebra- 
tion that also involves unison singing he will "share" his song with the 
young men's voices and with the lyre). 49 

Lefkowitz (p. 8) complicated the interpretation of this passage by trans- 
lating iiapot (1 1 )  as "talk," which Burnett was led to characterize as a 

36. "B1 Poet's song, commission by the Aleuadae (4-6). . . . B2 Poet's song, commission by the Aleua- 
dae (56, 64-66)": there is no structural warrant for including 56 in B2, from which it is separated by another 
element of the ring (C2 = 61-63). 

37. G. A. Privitera has shown that the Asopian water where the young men are wa~ting is in Aegina ("Pin- 
daro, Nem. 3.  1-5 e I'acqua di Egina," QUCC n.s. 29 [1988]: 63-70); accepted by Carey, p. 552 (contrast 
Bumett, p. 288). 

38. M~kiyapu;  denotes choral singing in Alcman frag. 26 PMG: but in Pyrh. 3. 113, epic poets are de- 
scribed as r i rrovai  ooqmi. 

39. Bumett (p. 289, n. 19) objects to Heath's "contoned reading of line 12 . . . where the solo singer must 
somehow make his song the common property of his Instrument and these young men's past songs. How can 
komast voices that have stopped slnging share a 6 p v q  with a presently sounding lyre?' But Heath (p. 187) as- 
sumes that the lyre in question is that which will accompany the young men's singing; the text does not spec- 
ify "his" or  "presently sounding." 



background of manifold vocal noises (pp. 283-85). But although 6 a p o ~  can 
on occasion denote informal discourse, in Pindar it always seems to mean 
"voices."40 Pythian 1. 97 provides an analogy. If, as Carey shows (p. 554), 
nai6wv dapolol must denote the song of boys at a banquet, we must imag- 
ine that they are singing a song of praise in a celebratory context. This in- 
terpretation would be supported by the passage from Theognis (239 ff.) 
that Carey cites, which refers to young men singing to the accompaniment 
of a6hoi. The instrumentation in Pythian 1. 97 differs, not, as Carey sup- 
poses, simply because Pindar wishes to recall his description of the golden 
lyre at the ode's opening, but because in a victory celebration both lyre- 
and a6hoq-song might be involved. So also in Nemean 3 the young men's 
song need not be synonymous with what the poet proposes to sing with the 
lyre, even though it is coordinated with it in the same celebration (1 1-12 
iych 6b K E ~ V ~ VTE V ~ V  ~ o ~ v a o o p a ~ ;6apoq h6pa TE cf. 01. 3. 8-9). 

What then are the young men in the ~ d p o q  singing on the occasion of 
the performance of Nemean 3? On the choral hypothesis, it would of 
course be Pindar's victory ode itself; on the solo hypothesis, it would be 
some other song or songs in celebration of the victory-there being no 
doubt that on occasion a ~ 6 p o ~  (as in might sing the ~f ivehha ~ a h h ~ v i ~ q  
01. 9. 1-4), or some other song suitable to the occasion, like the hymn to 
Zeus mentioned in 65-66.41 Carey comments that the passage "is per- 
fectly intelligible without any supplement as a statement that Pindar is to 
supply the singers with the song they desire" (p. 555); but that is how we 
too understand it. We disagree only about whether to specify "desire to 
sing" or "desire to hear"; the text is not explicit in this respect, and here 
again both hypotheses supplement it. Further, the objection that "Pindar 
says nothing of any song which has already been sung by the young men," 
thus stated, begs the question; on our hypothesis "sweet-voiced" and 
"voices" allude precisely to such songs. If the point is that Pindar does 
not state explicitly that they sing other songs, then the objection works 
both ways: neither does he state explicitly that they sing Pindar's song; 
that is at most implied. The implication that the young men are singing the 
victory ode, however, cannot be substantiated. The inference that the 
young men must desire to sing the song because they are described as 

40. Cf. B. K. Braswell, A Commentaiy on the Fourth Pythian Ode of Pindar (Berlin, 1988), pp. 222-23. 
Since in Pindar 6apog seems always to denote articulate speech (e.g., Nem. 7. 69), Bumett is right to reject 
Lefkowitz's speculation that the &pot might on occasion have been humming or providing some sort of rhyth- 
mic accompaniment to the odes; see "Pindar's Pythian 5," EH 31 (1985): 48. Nonetheless, the notion of non- 
verbal singing is by no means so ridiculous as Burnett implies (pp. 283-85), since reperijs~v in a musical 
context does not mean "twittering," but denotes humming a melody or the human voice imitating the sound of 
the lyre; cf. n. 27 above, and Restani, "11 Chirone di Ferecrate," pp. 186-88. 

41. Although some ancient commentators believed that rjvsMa was meant to imitate the sound of the lyre 
or aCh& (cf. Archil. frag. 324W.; Suda s v., 14,  p. 542 Adler), it was probably a ritual cry like i i  i i  natav; cf. 
Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der Hellenen (Berlin, 1932). vol. 1, p. 292, n. 2. On the Kabbiwrog [~Gpog], cf. 
G. W. Bond, Euripides: "Heracles" (Oxford, 19811, p. 115 (on Eur. HF 180). and Lawler, "OrchEsis 
Kallinikos," pp. 259-62; cf. the short congratulatory songs sung by choruses for heroes (e.g., Ar. Ach. 1008-
17; Pas 856-62; frag. 505 PCG; but compare Nub. 1201-1 1, where Strepslades sings a similar song to him-
self); C. W. Macleod, "The Comic Encomium," Phoenix 35 (1981): 1 4 2 4  = Collected Essays (Oxford, 
1983), pp. 49-51; Heath, p. 183. 
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singers is unsound; for the young men (being komasts) are singers on any 
interpretation (the phrase which describes their singing is a generalizing 
one, without specific reference to this song: "builders of sweet-voiced 
K ~ ~ O L "). 

On either interpretation, there is an element of fiction in this passage.42 
On the solo interpretation, the fiction lies solely in the pretense that the 
rest of his song has not yet been composed; the audience and its desire 
are real (the komasts' desire for song will not have been sated, nor indeed 
will the poet's need for the Muses' aid have ceased, until the song is 
over). The choral hypothesis requires a more elaborate fiction: the poet 
pretends in addition that the chorus which has in fact rehearsed and is 
currently performing his song is waiting for him to provide them with 
it-and he adopts this pretense precisely in that song. We do not want to 
claim that this interpretation is impossible; but its complexity is unneces- 
sary, given the more straightforward alternative. 

Lines 65-66 explicitly refer to a song sung by young men: 

ZEO. TEOV yap alps. 060 6' d y i v ,  rbv iipvog Epakv 
6ni  viwv Qrrtxcbplov xappa K E ~ C ~ ~ ~ W V .  

We had assumed that this was a song sung by a ~ Q p o q  at the site of the 
victory. But Carey (p. 556) remarks that "there is nothing in the context 
to support" the view that the reference is to an earlier celebration. The 
tense (Epak~v)offers some support for a past occasion, since Pindar's 
odes normally refer to themselves in the present or future; the aorist, as 
one would expect, is rare.43 Though not conclusive, the tense does sug- 
gest a past reference, and at least shows that it is not arbitrary to suppose 
that the reference is to an earlier occasion, though nothing precludes it 
from referring to a ~6poq-song  to Zeus sung in Aegina. 

npocppwv 6 i  ~ a i  KE(VOI< a ~ l 6 '  i v  l l a h i q  
Molo&v 6 ~ a h h l o ~ o <~ 0 ~ 6 5  

Nemean 5 .  22-23 

Carey and Burnett both argue that conclusions may be drawn about the 
mode of performance of Pindar's song from that of the Muses' song with 
which it is compared (Carey, p. 558) or on which it is modeled (Burnett, 
p. 285). The weakness of this argument is evident; the proem of Hesiod's 
Theogony establishes an even clearer connection with the Muses' xop6<, 
but no one believes that Hesiod's poetry was choral. In both cases, what 
is important to the poet is not so much the model's mode of performance 
as its content and its divinity. 

One song or poem can be inspired or influenced by another without 
adopting its mode of performance; and since mode of performance is (in 
archaic Greece) an aspect of genre, it is particularly unwise to infer a 

42. Heath, p. 188, was badly expressed: he did not wish to imply that the passage could be taken literally 
(Carey, p. 555). meaning by "we have to suppose" something like "we are invited to ~magine." 

43. Slater, "Futures in Pindar," p. 88 n. 1. cites only 01. 10. 100 ( a l q o a ) :at the very end of the song the 
aorist is perhaps less surprising 



shared mode of performance from cross-generic influence. It should be 
noted, therefore, that Nemean 5. 22-23 refers to a wedding-song and Isth-
mian 8. 57-62 (cited in the same context by Carey and Burnett) to a 
%pfjvo<; neither can safely be assimilated to epinician-a point reinforced 
by the observation that in both cases we have a x o p 6 ~  of nap%kvot, which 
no one has proposed for epinician. 

Another passage cited by Carey (p. 558) is Olympian 14. 8-10, which 
is however a generalization (xopobq oijze Saltaq), as are Pythian 1. 1-6 
and Pythian 10. 37 ff. (xopoi nap%ivov); it would again be unwise to draw 
conclusions about epinician.44 

rot ~ a p i r w v  ohv Oso i~  js6tw r i h o ~ ,  
K U ~T ~ V  @oiPov X O ~ E ~ O V& K E ~ ( J E K ~ ~ U V  

Ev K i q  dpcptpdrq ohv rrovriotg 
&v6paotv, ~ a i  rav 8 h t s p ~ i a  'IoQpoG 
6~1pa6 ' .  

Isthmian 1 .  6-10 

Pindar uses one verb (xop~6etv) to refer to a paean and an epinician; if the 
verb implies exactly the same mode of performance in each case, then 
both songs were performed chorally. But this interpretation is not inevita- 
ble. On the solo hypothesis, Pindar applies the word simultaneously to a 
choral performance of the paean and to informal dance accompanying the 
solo performance of the epinician; the latter sense is within the range of 
possible meanings of xop&O&tv (Heath, pp. 185-86), and the use of a verb 
in two senses with different objects is consistent with Pindaric usage.45 

Carey claims that "Pindar is clearly indicating an inevitable aspect of 
the performance as he intends it" (p. 546). This claim is, however, con- 
sistent with the solo hypothesis, according to which the performance of 
his song is intended to be an integral part of the komastic celebration, of 
which dance was a normal feature. 

rb  K U ~vcv cpdp&~ hoyov, ;a-
ourai  r s  Mo~oa iov  lippa N t ~ o r h i o g  

pvEpa rruypa~ou ~sha6i joa1.  yspaipard vtv . . . 
Isthmian 8 .  67-69 

Carey (p. 550) argues that the praise of Nicocles in 63-65 is the fulfill- 
ment of the command y&paip&.re, which is addressed to the ~ @ o q  of vkot 
summoned in the poem's opening lines. If this command can have only an 
internal reference, the notion of solo performance would be excluded. But 
we would emphasize again the distinction between function and reference: 
functionally this command is equivalent to a statement that Nicocles is 

44. Cf. Heath, p. 185, where "generalisation" was italicized (to the confusion of Burnett, p. 286, n. 15) to 
emphasize the antithesis with "specifically" (also italicized). 

45. Cf. 01. 1. 88, Nem. 10.25-26, Pyth. 1.40. Strictly speaking, it may not even be necessary to take the 
verb in two senses: the single inclusive sense "dance" is applicable to both objects. There are in any case 
much more violent forms of zeugma in Pindar (e.g.. Pyth. 8. 19, 4. 104); cf. D. E. Gerber, Pindar's Olympian 
One (Toronto, 1982). pp. 136-37: F. Domseiff, Pfndars Stil (Berlin, 1921), p. 106. 

http:y&paip&.re
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praiseworthy, and this "statement" is substantiated in 63-65. But it does 
not follow that 63-65 is the execution of the command; Pindar could 
equally well be making his oblique statement about Nicocles by means of 
a command which looks beyond the poem. 

Carey acknowledges that the command's reference could be external to 
the poem, but points to passages in which an imperative demanding praise 
is followed by the praise demanded, and in which "reference beyond the 
ode appears to be excluded by the use of the singular." If the solo hypoth- 
esis is in fact correct, however, these passages are not valid parallels; 
since it would (on that supposition) be obvious to any audience that sin- 
gular imperatives may, and plural imperatives cannot, refer within the ode, 
the contrast between singular and plural would itself be a relevant differ- 
ence. For that reason the parallels only constitute reason to reject a refer- 
ence beyond the ode if the choral hypothesis is correct, which is the point 
at issue. Carey is therefore right to say that the point is "not c o n ~ l u s i v e . " ~ ~  

We would in fact still be inclined to give this command (and many oth- 
ers) an external reference, even if we were to readopt the choral hypothe- 
sis. If epinician is interpreted as ~Bpoq-song, then it is designed not to 
stand in isolation but to function as part of a specific communal festivity. 
We should therefore expect it to make connections in various ways with its 
context of performance, and the restricted horizon of reference envisaged 
by current doctrine, with its radical extension of the phenomenon of futures 
and imperatives with internal reference, is correspondingly questionable. 

o i 8 w  6' E K U T ~  
~ a ivG[v M~r]an6vrtov &I:-

~ U ~ W V  V ~ VK [ U T ~ ] X O U O ~  
~ G p o iT& r a i  ~dvpoo6vat  8 ~ 6 ~ 1 p o v  h o ~ u .  

Bacchylides 11.  9-1 2 

Burnett (p. 287, n. 18) points out that viov K G ~ O I  are praising the victor; 
but the question is not whether K G ~ O I  sang songs in praise of the victor in 
unison (we know they did: Heath, pp. 187-88), but whether this and simi- 
lar commissioned epinicians were the songs they sang in unison. 

Carey (p. 551, n. 14) does see in this passage a reference to the mode 
of performance of the ode itself. But the plural should be noted. Although 
(as Carey points out in another context, p. 549, n. 9) the plural can be 
used of a single song, it seems odd to say of one song-or even one 
~Bpos-that it fills ( ~ a ~ t x o u o t )  the town; the point is surely that ~ B p o t  
and feasts in celebration of the victory are occurring all over the city, and 
in all of them Alexidamus' praise is being sung-a claim that is more 
honorific to the victor than a restricted reference to this one song would 
be. Here, therefore, we can see how the broad horizon of reference which 
we have argued is appropriate for ~Gipoq-song is also apt for epinician's 
function as (in the later sense of the term) encomium. 

46. The same considerations apply to Bacchyl. 13. 190-92 (Carey.pp. 550-51) 



In conclusion, we will try to state briefly the conditions of performance 
that might be envisaged under the two hypotheses. 

Choral hypothesis: The victory ode is performed by a group of young 
men of the victor's acquaintance singing in unison, who have been 
trained by the poet or by his delegate. This hypothesis has the advantage 
of conforming with the opinions of commentators in the Hellenistic age 
and after. 

Solo hypothesis: The victory ode is sung by the poet to the lyre, per- 
haps most commonly after the ~ B p o q  has arrived at a sacred place where it 
is "received," such as a temple, or at another site of celebration (a z i -
~ E V O ~ ,or the patron's house).47 Naturally, the young men of the ~ G p o q  
dance and sing songs in the course of the celebration, perhaps to the ac- 
companiment of the adh6q, but they do not sing the words of the victory 
ode in unison. On this hypothesis, it is possible to explain why the "I" in 
the odes always refers to the poet, and how complex metrical patterns and 
long odes such as Pythian 4 could be performed both at the time of the 
victory celebration for which they were commissioned and afterwards, 
privately by other, even amateur soloists. 

We  must reiterate that the existing evidence does not allow us to recon- 
struct the conditions of epinician performance with confidence or in detail 
on either hypothesis. But we still believe that the available data can be ac- 
commodated more easily on the assumption that the victory odes were 
composed to be sung as solos.48 

University of Leeds 
Wellesley College 

47. It is possible, however, to envisage a variety of opportunities for solo performance within the overall 
context of the r B p x ,  as Heath, pp. 192-93, stressed; thus (for example) S. Instone, BICS 36 (1989): 112, may 
be right in arguing that Nem. 2 preceded the rBpog. Instone's more general criticisms of Heath's position 
(p. 112, n. 13) fail, however: he understates the distribution of komastic terminology in the epinicians and 
does not consider the parallels for the reception-motif adduced from other komastic literature. 

48. Our thanks to M. Howatson, E. Robbins, and L. Holford-Strevens for advice and comments. Cf. also 
M. R. Lefkowitz, First-Person Fictions: Pindufs Poetic " I "  (Oxford, 1991), a collection (with revisions and 
new bibliography) of her earlier articles. 


